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Name
Applicable model
Item number

CBR250R（MC41-1000001～1399999）・CRF250L（MD38/MD44）・XR250 Motrad（MD30）
LEAD125（JF45）・Dio110（JF31/JF58/2BJ-JF58）・Dunk（AF74/AF78）
MAJESTY S（SG28J）・CYGNUS X SR（SEA5J/SED8J）・CYGNUS X（Taiwan model）2UB1
CYGNUS X（SE12J）（SE44J）「 1YP1・1YP2・1YP3・1YP5」・XTZ125・YB125SP・SR400
Z125 PRO・W650・GIXXER（NG4BG）

Applicable model

LED headlights 3.0 which adopted a new structure for LED headlights with excellent visibility and power saving !

LED headlight kit that can be replaced to stock H4, and HS1 bulb. LED, achieving a long lifetime far exceeding halogen bulb and power saving.
It can be installed with almost the same easy operation as bulb replacement. 
※There are some vehicles that require some modification on rubber boots and head light units
■PHILIPS high-performance LED chip included.
PHILIPS high performance compact LED chip make high power lighting power but low power consumption.By setting the emission color temperature to 
6500 K, practical visibility is secured even in bad weather condition.Also, it emits white pale light and directs the vehicle stylishly
■All new structure for the light emitting part made possible to obtain an optical axis close to the H4 halogen bulb.
■Built-in automatic function to reduce power consumption by any chance even when power supply voltage drops greatly.
■Fan-less cooling and a separate controller unit make the bulb compact and high versatility
By making the fan-less and the controller unit separate, the bulb body is made more compact and versatility is enhanced.
This makes it possible to mount on vehicles with less space near the headlight unit.
It is possible to effectively cool the bulb by using high efficient cooler fin.
The surface of the cooler fin is coated with a special heat dissipation.
※Some of H4 and HS1 headlight bulb vehicles can not be installed due to the structure of the headlight case.
※AC 12V operate head lighting vehicles should NOT be installed. Only for the head lights operated by DC.
※Special wiring modification are not necessary when installing, there are some vehicles that require some modification in rubber boots, head light units, etc.


